
The choice for life science  
work apparel programs



Creating and maintaining a cohesive, branded uniform program 

for a diverse staff can be challenging, particularly in the life 

science industry where a variety of garments and styles are often 

required to serve the distinct needs of multiple departments. 

That’s where UniFirst comes in.

A well-designed and managed work apparel program from 

UniFirst not only delivers the professional employee image you 

want, it can also help keep your personnel safe on the job. 

Whether it’s traditional life science garments like scrub tops and 

pants, protective clothing like Flame Resistant (FR) and static-

control lab/counter coats designed for safety, or image-enhancing 

business essentials like polo shirts and service pants, UniFirst’s 

managed uniform rental programs offer the right workwear 

options for employees in all areas of your business. And our large 

selection of products and fabric choices is certain to match your 

brand’s performance needs. In addition, a managed UniFirst facility 

services program can help keep your workplace clean and safe, 

and create a healthier, more attractive work environment.
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Cost-effective solutions for 
all of your workwear needs
UniFirst managed apparel rental programs combine expert hygienic laundering 

with specialized uniform services to help maintain garment functionality and 

enhance your professional business image. 

With a value-based, professionally managed UniFirst rental program, weekly 

pickup and delivery means employees don’t have to worry about the cleaning 

and maintenance of their uniforms. Plus, our professional mending and repair 

services, along with garment replacements as needed, help assure that clean, 

maintained uniforms are always available when you need them.

You have a lot of responsibilities, so don’t let staff uniforms add to your 

stress. Trust UniFirst to keep your team in professional-looking uniforms 

that enhance your business image and allow you to focus on what you 

do best—producing great results.

The products shown here  

are just a sampling of our 

comprehensive garments, 

gear, and facility service 

offerings for the life science 

industry. If you don’t see  

what you’re looking for,  

simply inquire with your 

UniFirst representative.
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Scrub tops and pants

Elastic waist with  
drawstring

05 12 25 51 89 97

05WT

02WW

10SF 11SE

WonderWink INDY™ Unisex  
Scrub Tops
This relaxed and roomy unisex scrub top  
is flattering for men and women of all body 
types. Fashionable, durable stitching throughout. 
Signature triple pocket at chest. Hidden lower 
pockets with notched corners to reduce lint 
collection. Stay-flat ID badge loop at shoulder  
for convenience. Vented bottom hems.  
100% polyester.  

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), 
Pewter (51), Ciel Blue (89), Teal (97)

02WW  XS–5XL

WonderWink INDY™ Unisex  
Utility Cargo Scrub Pants
A modern take on a timeless classic, these 
unisex cargo scrub pants are roomy and 
relaxed, with a drawstring waist and elastic 
back, making them ideal for men and women 
of all body types. Two front slash pockets, one 
cargo pocket, one back pocket, and durable 
stitching throughout. 100% polyester.  

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), 
Pewter (51), Ciel Blue (89), Teal (97)

10SF  XS–5XL Regular;  
XS–3XL Short and Tall

Introducing the WonderWink INDY 
line of fashion-forward scrubs. 
Fashion Seal Healthcare® in 
collaboration with WonderWink® 
designed these innovative scrubs 
with fit, finish, and designs that flatter 
all body types. Wrinkle-resistant, 
soft-feel fabrics stretch for maximum 
all-day comfort. Loaded with 
additional features, the WonderWink 
INDY line is available in both unisex 
and women’s styling. The unisex fit is 
relaxed and roomy and the women’s 
modern fit is cut closer to the body 
for a contoured look.
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Comfort fabric provides ultra-soft feel

Fashionable and durable stitchingStay-flat ID badge loop for convenience

ExteriorInterior

Color-coded labels for quick size identification

05WU
4586

All WonderWink 
scrubs include  
four-way stretch  
fabric for added  
mobility and comfort.

Women’s WonderWink INDY™  
V-Neck Scrub Tops
Designed exclusively for each size, the 
WonderWink women’s style is cut closer to 
the body for a flattering, contoured look. 
Fashionable, durable stitching throughout. 
Signature triple right-hip pocket. Two lower 
pockets with notched corners to reduce lint 
collection. Stay-flat ID badge loop at 
shoulder for convenience. Vented bottom 
hems. 100% polyester. 

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), 
Pewter (51), Ciel Blue (89), Teal (97)

05WT  XS–5XL

Women’s WonderWink INDY™  
Utility Cargo Scrub Pants
As with all WonderWink women’s cuts, these 
cargo scrub pants are cut closer to the body for 
a more flattering and fashionable contoured fit. 
These scrubs have durable stitching throughout 
and feature a signature triple right-hip pocket. 
Full elastic waist with drawstring. Two front 
pockets, one back pocket, one right-leg cargo 
pocket. Vented bottom hems. 100% polyester.  

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), 
Pewter (51), Ciel Blue (89), Teal (97)

11SE   XS–5XL Regular;  
XS–3XL Petite and Tall

Women’s WonderWink INDY™ 
Notch-Neck Scrub Tops
Cut specifically to flatter a women’s form and 
figure, this stylish and fashionable scrub top 
has a slightly dipped and notched neckline 
and durable stitching throughout. Two lower 
front pockets with notched corners help 
prevent lint collection. Vented bottom hems. 
100% polyester.  

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), 
Pewter (51), Ciel Blue (89), Teal (97)

05WU  XS–5XL

WonderWink INDY™ Unisex  
Warm-Up Jackets
This warmup jacket is roomy and relaxed, 
making it equally flattering for both men and 
women. Soft, rib-knit cuffs. Hidden snap 
buttons at front opening. Signature triple 
right-hip pocket, two lower pockets, and one 
chest pocket with notched corners to prevent 
lint collection. Stay-flat ID badge loop at 
shoulder for convenience. 100% polyester.  

Colors: Navy (05), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), 
Pewter (51), Ciel Blue (89), Teal (97)

4586  XS–5XL
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05 07 12 89

90 DL HS HU

Unisex Warm-Up Jackets
Clean styling with raglan sleeves and coordinating 
knit cuffs. Snap front closure. Two lower pockets 
with scissor holder in right. 5 oz. 65/35 
poly/cotton poplin.

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Black (12), 
Ciel Blue (89), Burgundy (90), Sage (DL), 
Fir Green (HS), Dark Teal (HU)

4502  XS–5XL

Unisex Poplin Scrub Tops and Pants
These distinctive, quality scrubs come in a wide 
variety of colors and sizes, making it easy to mix 
and match or to color-code staff from different 
departments. 5 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton poplin.

Colors: See chart.

SCRUB TOPS
Extra-long cap sleeves. Reinforced bartacked 
V-neck. Left chest pocket.
4254 XS–5XL

SCRUB PANTS
Easy-glide drawcord closure. Right back pocket.
1276 XS–5XL Regular; XS–3XL Tall

Unisex Ultimate Cargo Pants
These scrub pants feature a multi-stitched 
elastic comfort waistband with inside 
drawcord and two side slant pockets. Left leg 
has a double cargo pocket with hook-and-loop 
closure on the outside pocket. Right leg has a 
divided cargo pocket with a snap tab closure. 
65/35 poly/cotton poplin.

Colors: See chart.

7245 XS–5XL

4254  
Top

1276 
Pants

1276  
Tall

7245  
Cargo

NAVY 05 • • • •
TAN 06 • • •
BLACK 12 • • • •
PEWTER 51 • •
CIEL BLUE 89 • • • •
BURGUNDY 90 • • •
SAGE DL • • •

Double pocket

7245

4254

1276
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Unisex Long Sleeve Scrub Tops
Crewneck, pocketless scrub tops with coordinating 
knit cuffs. Poly/cotton.

Colors: Navy (05), Ciel Blue (89)

7243 S–7XL

Unisex Scrub Pants
Pocketless drawstring scrub pants with elastic at 
waist and ankles. Poly/cotton.

Colors: Navy (05), Ciel Blue (89)

7242 S–7XL

Long Sleeve Pocketless Scrub Shirts
Scoop neck, set-in sleeves, and coordinating  
knit cuffs. 65/36 poly/cotton. 

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Ciel Blue (89)

72SE XS–5XL

Elastic-Waist Scrub Pants
Multi-stitched elastic waistband with inside 
drawcord and elastic ankles. 

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Ciel Blue (89)

72SD XS–5XL

Unisex Long Sleeve V-Neck Scrub Shirts
Set-in sleeves. Left chest pocket. Reinforced 
bartacked V-neck, non-reversible. Coordinating knit 
cuffs. Color-coded neck binding for sizing. Cotton/
poly fashion blend.

Colors: Navy (05), Jade (79), Ciel Blue (89)

7246 XS–5XL

7243

7242

72SD

72SE

05

79

89

Biohazard Laundry Bags
Protect your staff and patients with biohazard soiled linen bags. 
Drawcord with button lock provides optimal convenience, while 
reinforced sewn-in handles make it easy to transfer to and from 
the laundry room. Reusable. 100% polyester.

Color: Ciel Blue (89)

99CN  30" x 40"

Steel Hamper Stands with Foot Pedal
Constructed from heavy-duty 3/8" wire with a sturdy zinc finish. 
Foot pedal allows for hands-free operation of the ABS high-
impact lid. Bag lock secures liners in place. Includes four 2" 
hooded ball casters for smooth rolling. Accommodates 
Biohazard Laundry Bags 99CN (above).  

Color: Silver (26)

8966  18.5" L x 17.75" W x 37" H
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Lab and counter coats and smocks

UniWear® Food Processor Coats
UniWear comfort in five distinct colors. Allows departmentalization by color. 
Knee-length coat helps prevent cross-contamination with features designed for 
HACCP/GFSI-conscious food safety controls including no outer pockets to catch 
contaminants; elastic knit cuff option; and snap closures. Open cuffs also 
available. 7.25 oz. 100% spun polyester. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Grey (03), Navy (05), Tan (06), White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

KNIT CUFFS
Inner pocket.
50AY S–6XL

OPEN CUFFS
Inner pocket.
50AZ S–6XL

KNIT CUFFS
No inner pocket.
Not available in Grey (03) 
or Tan (06).
50ZY XS–5XL

GREY
03

NAVY
05

TAN
06

WHITE
07

LT. BLUE
09

KNIT CUFFS

GREY
03

NAVY
05

TAN
06

WHITE
07

LT. BLUE
09

OPEN CUFFS

Lab Coats with Knit Cuffs
Six-gripper front. One piece, lined 
notched lapel. Outside breast pocket, 
two lower pockets. Snap front closure. 
Knit cuffs. 5 oz. performance blend 
poplin; 80/20 poly/combed cotton.

Color: White (07)

2550 XS–5XL

Snap-Front Lab Coats
Five snaps inside chest. Two lower 
pockets. 5 oz. 80/20 poly/cotton blend.

Colors: White (07), Lt. Blue (09) 

2533  S–3XL
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Unisex Fluid-Resistant Lab Coats
Texture Shield® fluid-resistant barrier on front 
and on sleeves, concealed snap closure on front 
placket with adjustable neck, pass-through side 
openings, back vent, and knit cuffs. Left chest 
pocket and two lower pockets. Complies with 
OSHA’s rule 29CFR part 1910.1030. Front and 
sleeves made of single-ply, high-density 
polyester. Back is poly/cotton blend. 

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Ciel Blue (89)

25HD XS–4XL unisex sizes

UniWear® Men’s Lab Coats
UniWear comfort with notched lapel styling. Left 
chest and two deep patch pockets. Five matching 
buttons. Side vent openings. 5 oz. 80/20 poly/cotton 
poplin. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

2524 32–56 even chest sizes only

Women’s Lab Coats
Pre-cured durable press. One-piece, lined, 
notched lapel. Left chest pocket, bartacked pencil 
stall, two lower pockets. Side vent openings. 
Back has princess seams. 5 oz. 80/20 
poly/cotton poplin.

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

2626  S–3XL*

*3XL not available in Navy.

Lab Coat with Specialized Cuffs
This lab coat features elastic cuffs designed to protect 
wrists. Other features include neck gripper that keeps 
its shape; no side vents for a straight, clean look; 
six-gripper snap closure; one-piece lined, notched 
lapel; outside and inside chest pockets; and two lower 
pockets. Durable press. 5 oz. performance blend 
poplin. 80/20 poly/cotton.  

Color: White (07)

2630 XS–5XL

07

05

89

07

05

09

07

05

0925HD 2524

2626

UniFirst rental programs include lab coat pressing at no additional charge.

2630
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05 06

09 10

07

25

Static Control (ESD) Unisex 
Lab and Counter Coats
Carbon filament grid for static 
control (ESD). Meets ANSI/ESD 
S20.20. Left chest pocket and front 
patch pockets. Lapel collar, snap 
closures on front and sleeves. 
65/34/1 poly/cotton/carbon.

Colors: White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

STATIC CONTROL (ESD) 
LAB COAT
2542 XS–5XL unisex sizes

STATIC CONTROL (ESD)  
COUNTER COAT
2539 XS–5XL unisex sizes

Women’s Smocks
Notched collar. Two deep patch pockets. Four-button closure. 
80/20 poly/cotton poplin.

3/4 SLEEVE 
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Lt. Blue (09), Red (10), Royal Blue (25)
4544  S–2XL

SHORT SLEEVE
Colors: Navy (05), Tan (06), White (07), Lt. Blue (09), Red (10)
4520 S–2XL

UniWear® Unisex Counter Coats
UniWear comfort in a blazer-style coat with notched 
lapel. Three-button closure. Left chest and front patch 
pockets. 5 oz. 80/20 poly/cotton. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

2526  38–56 even chest sizes only

Women’s Gripper Smocks
This short sleeve gripper smock has a generous fit that 
will keep you feeling comfortable all day long and no 
buttons, which means fewer repairs. Features a six-snap 
front closure with a one-piece, lined notched lapel; two 
lower patch pockets; and mock French cuffs. Durable 
press for wrinkle resistance. 5 oz. 80/20 poly/cotton. 

Colors: White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

4521 S–3XL

05 0907
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Flame Resistant (FR) apparel 

11800.225.3364

Armorex FR® Service Work Shirts
ATPV 10.1,  PPE 2 (Navy) 
ATPV 9.0,  PPE 2 (Lt. Blue, Khaki)
Designed to aid HACCP/GFSI compliance with no 
pockets to help guard against cross-contamination. 
Premium banded collar for a more professional 
appearance. Front closure has concealed stainless 
steel snaps. 7 oz. Tecasafe® Plus. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Navy (05), Lt. Blue (09), Khaki (87)

09AU  S–4XL Regular; M–4XL Tall

Armorex® COOL FR Processing Shirts
ATPV 6.5,  PPE 1
Designed to aid HACCP/GFSI compliance with no 
pockets to help guard against cross-contamination. 
Armorex COOL Flame Resistant (FR) garments are 
the perfect choice for at-risk workers seeking the 
coolest, most comfortable flash fire protection. 
Armorex COOL is made of lightweight Tecasafe® 
Plus 580 (5.8  oz./yd2), a tri-blended FR fabric from 
TenCate that provides more comfort than 
competitive products of similar fabric weight. UL® 
Classified to meet NFPA 2112 (2012 edition); meets 
FR safety requirements of NFPA 70E (PPE 1), 
OSHA 1910.269, and CSA Z462. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Navy (05), Lt. Blue (09), Khaki (87)

09SP S–4XL Regular; M–4XL Tall

Armorex FR® Work Pants
ATPV 12.4,  PPE 2
Cut with the same comfort features as our most 
popular work pants, these protective FR pants 
feature plain front styling, and a non-roll, dress-style 
waistband with button for a neat look. Two front 
pockets and two rear welt pockets (left has button). 
Reinforced at all stress points. 9 oz. Ultrasoft®. 
Made by UniFirst.

Color: Navy (05)

10TS  Waist 28–35; 36–56 even sizes only; 
custom hemmed up to 35"

25EA

10TS

25NY

05 8709

09AU

09SP

Flame Resistant Lab Coats with 
Chemical Splash Protection
ATPV 5.6,  PPE 1
Help protect lab workers from multiple hazards. 
Nomex® flame resistance plus Westex® 
ShieldTEC to help protect against inadvertent 
chemical splash. FR-only knit cuffs offer improved 
safety over traditional open-cuff lab coat designs. 
Concealed snap front and neck closures. 
Splash-resistant pass-throughs. Three pockets, 
including two lower pockets with snap-front 
closures. UL® Classified to meet NFPA 2112. 
4.5 oz. Nomex III A.

Color: Royal Blue (25)

25NY XS–3XL

Flame Resistant Lab Coats
ATPV 7.7,  PPE 1
FR cotton for safety and comfort featuring 
button-front closure and side vent openings.  
7 oz. 100% FR cotton.

Color: Lt. Blue (09)

25EA S–6XL 



Shirts and pants

UniWeave® Pocketless Shirts 
with Snap Cuffs
Durable press fabric with soil release. Snap front, 
pocketless, and square bottom. Banded collar has 
sewn-in stays. Long sleeves have snap cuffs. 
Hemmed short sleeves. 65/35 poly/cotton. 
Made by UniFirst

Colors: Spruce Green (02), Grey (03), 
Postman Blue (04)*, Navy (05), 
Tan (06), White (07), Mint Green (08)*, 
Lt. Blue (09), Red (10)
*Long Sleeve only.

LONG SLEEVE
0198  S–5XL Reg; 
 M–5XL Tall

SHORT SLEEVE
0240  S–5XL Reg; 
 L–5XL Tall

07 09

Micro Piqué Gripper Polos
A button-free polo built specifically with the 
food and beverage industry in mind. Moisture 
wicking and snag resistant, this hardworking 
gripper polo will stand up to a long day’s work. 
Features a tag-free label, flat-knit collar, three 
stainless steel gripper snaps, side vents, and 
set-in, open hem sleeves. 3.8 oz. 100% 
polyester tricot.

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Red (10), 
Maroon (11), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), 
Lake Blue (DH), Steel Grey (HP)

04GM XS–6XL

05 07 10

11

12

25 DH HP

0198

0240

03UA

02

03

05

04

06

07

09

08

10

UniWeave® Pocketless Shirts 
with Knit Cuffs
UniWeave soft comfort with snap front and knit 
cuffs. 4.25 oz. 65/35 poly/cotton. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: White (07), Lt. Blue (09)

03UA S–4XL Regular; M–4XL Tall
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SofTwill® Pocketless Service Pants
These SofTwill pleated service pants feature 
hook-and-eye closure, heavy-duty brass zipper, and 
a non-roll, dress-style waistband for maximum 
comfort. Seven belt loops. Reinforced at stress 
points. No pockets. 7.75  oz. 65/35 poly/cotton twill. 
Made by UniFirst.

Colors:  Navy (05), White (07), Charcoal (31)

11UM  Waist 28–56 even sizes only;  
custom hemmed up to 35"

We offer an extensive selection of polo shirts and image-enhancing 
workwear. To see all of our product offerings, ask your UniFirst 
representative for a copy of our rental catalog, or visit UniFirst.com/catalogs.

SofTwill® Service Pants
These SofTwill flat-front service pants feature 
hook-and-eye closure, heavy-duty brass zipper, and a 
non-roll, dress-style waistband for maximum comfort. 
Seven belt loops. Reinforced at stress points. 7.75 oz. 
65/35 poly/cotton twill. Made by UniFirst.

Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Brown (13), 
Charcoal (31), Khaki (87)

10HE  Waist 28–56 even sizes only; 
custom hemmed up to 35"

UniSport® Micro Piqué Polos
UniSport polo shirts feature innovative UniWick moisture-management technology for 
maximum breathability and comfort. Other features include double-needle stitching, set-in 
hemmed sleeves, tag-free taped neck, side vents, and wrinkle resistance. Men’s has a 
flat-knit collar and three dyed-to-match buttons (pocketed version includes a left chest 
pocket). Women’s has a self-fabric collar and open “V” placket. 3.8 oz. snag-resistant spun 
polyester warp-knit fabric. Made by UniFirst.

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Red (10), Maroon (11), Black (12), Gold (14), Kelly Green (23), 
Purple (24), Royal Blue (25), Hunter Green (56), Lake Blue (DH), Steel Grey (HP)
04MM XS–4XL

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE WITH POCKET (not shown)
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Red (10), Maroon (11), Black (12), Royal Blue (25), 
Hunter Green (56), Steel Grey (HP)
04MR XS–4XL

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Colors: Navy (05), White (07), Red (10), Maroon (11), Black (12), Gold (14), Kelly Green (23), 
Purple (24), Royal Blue (25), Hunter Green (56), Raspberry (88), Lake Blue (DH), 
Steel Grey (HP), Lt. Pink (NP)
05MM XS–4XL

88 NP

05 1407 10 11 12

25 56 DH24

23

HP

05

05

87

07

07

13

31

31
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UniFirst’s facility service programs help you 
win the battle of positive perceptions with your 
customers, employees, and other stakeholders. 
We eliminate the hassle and expenses 
related to purchasing, stocking, laundering, 
and maintaining supplies with our regular 
personalized services.

Floor Mats
All of our UniFirst-made floor mats, from 
decorative entrance and photo/logo/message 
mats to nitrile rubber scrapers and “wet area” 
mats, are designed for commercial foot traffic 
and trap and hold dirt, dust, and moisture better 
than the alternatives. With UniFirst regularly 
scheduled floor mat service, all soiled mats 
are picked up and replaced with professionally 
cleaned ones. 

Wet and Dry Mops
UniFirst mop services are designed to make 
cleaning easier and more economical for 
businesses of all sizes and traffic volumes. We 
take care of all the dirty work, including the 
laundering and regular replacement of soiled mops 
with fresh products. 

Microfiber Mops and  Wipers
Our advanced microfiber mops, dusters, and 
scrubbers are highly effective for cleaning hard 
surfaces. They can be used wet or dry and allow 
you to clean faster with less water and chemicals.

Ancillary Products
To help safeguard your staff on the job, UniFirst 
offers a selection of personal protective 
equipment (PPE), including latex and nitrile gloves, 
safety glasses, facemasks, and more. High-quality 
cleaning cloths, disposable wipers, and other 
ancillary products also available.

Facility services
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We offer a complete line of facility products and services, safety products, and PPE not shown. 
Just ask your UniFirst representative about other facility service options.

Regular weekly service delivers what you need, when 
you need it, helping lower your housekeeping and 
facility maintenance costs. 

Hand Care, Soaps, and Sanitizers
UniFirst handwashing and skin care products, which 
include those from GOJO®,  are formulated to clean, 
kill germs, and keep skin soft and healthy—even with 
frequent use—and we have environmentally friendly 
“green” options available too. Each product is available 
with our stylish dispensing systems, featuring cost-
saving portion controls. Your UniFirst representative can 
recommend the products that will work best for you. 

Paper Towels and Toilet Paper
To provide sustainable restroom cleanliness and 
hygiene solutions, UniFirst supplies TORK® paper 
towels and toilet paper, which carry Green Seal and 
ECOLOGO® certifications and are manufactured from 
base paper that is 100% recycled. Portion-controlled 
paper dispensing systems reduce waste and come in 
traditional and “touchless” options.

Air Fresheners
UniFirst offers environmentally friendly air freshener 
system options that neutralize odors at the molecular 
level, eliminating unnecessary chemical “masking” that 
could affect air quality. All of our odor control products 
meet stringent clean air standards and dispense 
fragrance in accordance with guidelines established by 
the International Fragrance Association to protect the 
environment and human health.

Cleaning and Disinfecting Solutions 
Save up to 90% or more in product costs when 
compared to purchasing ready-to-use cleaning and 
disinfecting solutions. Unlike mixing “free pour” 
concentrates, UniFirst’s wall dispenser and “one-shot” 
systems accurately dilute and dispense the high-
performance solutions you need with ease and with no 
wasted concentrates. PURELL® Surface Sanitizer and 
Disinfectant Spray System also available.

15800.225.3364



Trust UniFirst for image-enhancing  
workwear and facility services

More than 300,000 business customers in virtually every 

industry across North America partner with us for image-

enhancing uniforms and workwear, ranging from traditional and 

industrial protective wear to corporate casual and executive attire. 

And with our cost-effective, full-service rental programs, you 

never have to worry about laundering, maintenance, 

replacements, or maintaining product inventories. 

We also provide and service floorcare and restroom products 

including floor mats, mops, soaps, air fresheners, paper items, 

and more. To see all of our product and service offerings, ask your 

UniFirst representative for copies of our Uniform Rental and 

Facility Services catalogs, or visit UniFirst.com/catalogs.

Need specialized cleanroom services? Ask about our UniClean subsidiary.

SLV9_Life Sciences (0421)

• Sterile and non-sterile garment services for cleanrooms and other “ultra-clean” work environments

• ISO 3 and ISO 4 processing facilities, national coverage

• Direct sale of consumable products (tacky mats, bouffant caps, wipers, etc.) 

• Cleanroom facility equipment including evaluation, layout, and installation 

• Full line of Arc-rated, Flame Resistant cleanroom coverings
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